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Abstract
This article summarizes the biochemical processes that produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and other mediators that account for ‘oxidative stress’. Formation of ROS in signal transduction cascades is illustrated from studies of kidney cell systems. The pathophysiological implications for the nephrologist are then reviewed.

Introduction
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are highly reactive by virtue of one or more unpaired electrons in their outer orbits, are generated endogenously in metabolic pathways. ‘Oxidative stress’ reflects an imbalance between the formation of ROS and the antioxidant defences. ROS arise from (i) the mitochondrial electron transport chain as part of oxidative phosphorylation; (ii) the metabolism of arachidonate by cyclooxygenase or lipoxigenase enzymes to prostaglandins or leukotrienes; (iii) cytochrome P450 enzymes; (iv) oxidase enzymes like NADPH oxidases, or (v) the nitric oxide synthetases. Small physiological amounts of ROS are required in signalling pathways and so cells are activated. ROS formation is so much greater when cells are receiving stress signals. Overproduction of ROS and nitrogen species can cause significant cellular damage. Accordingly cells possess various antioxidant systems. Thus superoxide can be dismutated by superoxide dismutase (SOD) to yield hydrogen peroxide, but that H₂O₂ may be converted to the hydroxyl radical (·OH) which will interact with proteins, lipids or nucleic acids. When there is myeloperoxidase of neutrophils, that H₂O₂ forms additional oxidants.

Cell signaling involves post-translational modification of proteins at redox centres which become reduced by gaining electrons or oxidised by losing electrons. A common redox reaction is the breaking or formation of a protein disulphide bridge [1]. If there is oxidative stress, there is permanent formation of disulphide bridges (-S-S-) and so changes in protein structure. The situation is detected as loss of reduced glutathione GSH by its conversion to GSSG, since GSH and thioredoxin maintain signal molecules in the reduced state. The amino acid that is implicated most often is cysteine, and it is modified by ROS and by reactive nitrogen species (RNS). A single cysteine can present in four different forms, as reduced RSH, oxidised RSOH, S-nitrosylated RSNO or the glutathionylated RSSG [1]. The sequence Cys-X-X-Gly-X-X-Arg-Ser/Thr is a signature motif in certain protein tyrosine phosphatases. Since signal transmission takes place through phosphorylation of proteins, the dephosphorylations by means of phosphatases exert control, and their redox modulation makes sense [2]. Whenever there is inactivation of protein tyrosine phosphatases by ROS, there
will be prolonged activation of specific stress-responsive or mitogenic signaling pathways.

During protein folding in the endoplasmic reticulum of cells, an oxidase Erolp generates an intermediate disulphide to oxidise target thiol proteins by thiol/disulphide exchange. Likewise cysteine generates the disulphide cysteine extracellularly. In fact, the cystine/cysteine redox state of plasma is more oxidised relative to GSSG/GSH, and varies independently of that [3].

Cysteine and methionine are especially prone to oxidative attack. There can also be oxidation of Lys, Arg, Pro, Thr or other residues that lead to formation of protein carbonyl (–C=O) derivatives, i.e. aldehydes and ketones. Since such carbonyls are more difficult to induce, albeit they arise from metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids and amino acids, they indicate a more severe oxidative stress [4]. Protein carbonyls accumulate during age-related diseases and advanced oxidative protein products (AOPP) are elevated in uremic patients. Protein carbonyls are non-specific, but conversion of tyrosine residues to 3 chlorotyrosine, 3 nitrotyrosine and dityrosine can be considered better markers of oxidative stress. Dityrosine-crosslinked protein products are the AOPPs. Tyrosine can be modified by HOCl generated by myeloperoxidase or by ONOO– to form nitrotyrosines. The products are irreversable [5] and they are demonstrable in tissues.

Carbonyl groups can also arise in proteins by addition reactions of γδ-unsaturated aldehydes such as 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal, malondialdehyde and acrolein (2-propanal) [6]. Indeed one is now cognisant of lipid peroxidation products such as thiobarbituric-acid-reactive substances (TBARs), like malondialdehyde, acrolein, 4-hydroxynonenal [7], all appropriately listed in [8], and the 18 monohydroxyfatty acids, isolevoglandins and F2-isoprostanes [9] and oxidised LDL. The carbohydrate oxidation products are referred to as advanced glycosylation end-products (AGEPs), which are diverse fluorescent and non-fluorescent compounds formed by non-enzymatic reaction of reducing sugars or other carbonyl compounds with free amino groups of proteins [8]. Finally, there are products of nucleic acid oxidation like 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine.

One could be amazed at the variety of agents which can induce ROS in their particular target cells as shown in Table 1. Accordingly many physiological reactions are naturally controlled by release of small amounts of ROS [10, 11].

Consider a familiar example: when angiotensin (Ang) II acts on vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMs), it increases oxidative stress via activation of the NADH/ NADPH oxidases at the VSM membrane [12]. So there have been trials to assess whether antioxidants like vitamin E can control vascular disease, in particular coronary artery disease [13] in chronic renal failure patients [8]. SOD defends against ROS. Yet it actually converts superoxide anions O2− that cannot penetrate cell membranes to H2O2 that does. Hence, SOD that is bound to heparin sulphate glycosaminoglycans on endothelial cells might transduce extracellular oxidative stress to the interior of cells. This will be relevant to vascular pathology [8, 14].

The counteracting redox molecules in the cytosol of cells are pyridine nucleotides 1–2 mM, lactate: pyruvate 1–2 mM, cysteine thiol 25 mM and glutathione 1–10 mM. The glutathione GSH-GSSG system is paramount for protection against oxidative threats. It is reinforced by plasma and intracellular ascorbate [15]. There is back-up by the antioxidant enzymes SOD, catalase and glutathione peroxidase [16, 17]. The heat shock proteins often act as SODs [18]. So does the tissue antioxidant metallothionein, which also protects against nitric oxide. Related to it is the intracellular redox regulating agent thioredoxin, a free radical scavenger that removes H2O2, and which helps control over nuclear factor (NF)-κB [19].

The cytokine macrophage migration inhibitory factor is expressed by immune and non-immune cells, and it too acts as a regulator of cellular redox stress. In fact macrophage migration inhibitory factor protects cells from pro-oxidative-stress-induced apoptosis [20].

### Reactive Nitrogen Species

Conversion of L-arginine to NO requires two monooxygenase reactions. So NO synthases are linked to oxidative processes. It is now well understood that there is a link between formation of ROS at the vascular endothelium, and endothelial dysfunction and vascular damage [13]. The endothelium is both a source and a target of ROS. Local superoxide will inactivate endothelial nitric
Oxidations by ROS and Signal Transduction

Free radicals like $O_2^-$ or nitric oxide NO$^+$ often initiate or help drive signalling cascades [22], as in mesangial cells. Details appear in figure 1. Firstly, when agents like those shown in table 1, e.g. PDGF or EGF, bind to their receptors, there is transient formation of $H_2O_2$ which helps signal transduction. The ROS then affect the G-proteins Ras, Rho and Rac-1. Secondly, ROS or nitric oxide will act as second messengers at various stages of cell signal transduction. Oxidative modification of proteins affects redox-sensitive amino acids, like cysteine or histidine [1] causing conformational changes in protein tyrosine kinases or their balancing phosphatases [23] so altering phosphorylation/dephosphorylation reactions. $H_2O_2$ that is produced by transactivation of surface growth factor receptors activates Src kinases (or Akt) and thereby ERK1/2 of the mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) [24]. The stress-activated protein kinases designated JNK and p38 MAPK respond to ROS, and so they can exert influence on genes. Thirdly, ROS regulate gene expression [25], e.g. when $H_2O_2$ activates NF-kB DNA binding protein, or when AP-1 (c-fos, c-jun) is activated. As the scheme for transforming growth factor-$\beta$ (TGF$\beta$) in figure 1 indicates, oxidative processes driven by AngII also play a part in renal fibrosis [26]. ROS act as intermediaries in TGF$\beta$-mediated deposition of extracellular matrix proteins [27]. In part ROS activate calcineurin to help in induction of fibrosis.

With respect to renal pathophysiology, at the present time the literature deals with a variety of cell types and one has to present the general concept by using diverse illustrations rather than by hoping to find all the examples from the study of mesangial cells or podocytes, etc. When a growth factor or cytokine, or AGEPs, act on cell surface receptors, they dimerize and become phosphorylated in order to trigger signalling cascades, starting with activation of phosphotyrosine kinases like the Src-kinases. As PDGF acts on mesangial cells, there is transient generation of $H_2O_2$ which requires the support of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase [28] and Src-kinases are activated [24]. Whenever interleukin (IL)-1 induces MAPK in mesangial cells [29], the process requires a transient burst of compartmentalised oxidation, and likewise when tumour necrosis factor-$\alpha$ (TNF$\alpha$) acts on mesangial cells [30]. Soon it was shown that the electron transport chain of mitochondria must be the source of ROS for the action of TNF$\alpha$. It was demonstrated too that TNF$\alpha$-induced generation of ROS presages expression by mesangial cells of monocyte chemotactic protein, MCP-1, and of macro-

---

**Fig. 1.** ROS-activated signal pathways. Asterisks indicate redox-sensitive steps that are sensitive to ROS. PKC = Protein kinase C.
phage colony-stimulating factor [31]. Inevitably immune-mediated injury of mesangial cells is accompanied by ROS production [32] and leads to generation of eicosanoids, i.e. ROS are implicated in Cox-2 expression [33]. Soberman and Christmas [34] have pointed out that generation of lipid hydroperoxides within or near the cell nucleus as a result of the action of lipoxygenases must help regulation of transcription. Indeed 5-LOX enzyme contributes to the generation of ROS that activate NF-κB.

It is now recognised that oxygen radicals play a vital role in NF-κB activation [35] that leads to activation of genes for cytokines and chemokines, adhesion molecules, acute phase proteins, etc. [36]. Actually NF-κB has separate oxidant-initiated and redox-regulated steps [37]. Hence N-acetylcysteine is found to reduce NF-κB activation and to block display of VCAM-1 on endothelial cells [38]. Leading up to NF-κB activation there is the PI 3-kinase: protein kinase B (Akt) pathway that is redox sensitive, or the p21Ras-Raf.1-MAPK cascade that has redox-sensitive steps [39] (fig. 1). As mentioned, the parallel JNK [40] and p38 MAPK pathways are sensitive to oxygen radicals. They are controlled by glutathione.

**Control by Glutathione and Antioxidants**

Intracellular GSH is essential for defence of cells against oxidants and toxic stress [15, 18]. Control over synthesis is important in most cells. One might expect glutamine, cysteine and glycine to be taken up by the brush border of renal tubular cells, but there is a limited availability of cysteine by uptake, and proximal tubular cells are hampered in their ability to synthesize GSH. Instead they rely on uptake of glutathione from extracellular fluid via their basolateral membranes [41]. So they have limited defence against chemical injury or oxidant stress. There is adequate GSH for the various redox controls that are part of normal metabolism. Importantly, GSH regulates the sphingomyelinase that produces ceramide that can mediate TNFα-induced cell death [42] as in the renal tubular cells [43]. In adriamycin nephrosis, which produces minimal change glomerular damage akin to that caused by purine aminonucleoside, there is generation of superoxide anions and hydroxyl radicals. Dimethylthiourea which sustains GSH levels ameliorates the situation. Likewise in Heymann nephritis in rats complement activation induces NADPH oxidoreductases in podocytes so causing production of oxygen radicals at the glomerular basement membrane [44].

**Oxidation and Subcellular Controls**

Cells are compartmentalised. Particular parts of the cellular apparatus may be more susceptible to oxidative damage. Cell redox status affects ubiquitination [45]. The study of neurodegenerative diseases reveals that oxidative stress causes dysfunction of proteasomes so that damaged proteins may not be removed by ubiquitination and proteolysis, and aggregated proteins accumulate in the cytosol. It is quite possible that such a process could be identified in the proximal tubules of the kidneys!

We still have much to learn about isoprostanes [6] and the cyclopentenone prostaglandins. At low concentration, the latter generate ROS and they are proinflammatory [46]. Plasma and urine levels of F2-isoprostanes are elevated during diabetes and in the course of glomerulonephritides. F2-isoprostanes increase the production of endothelin (ET)-1 by endothelial cells. In streptozotocin-induced diabetic rat kidneys increased isoprostane synthesis relates to ET-1 mRNA expression by endothelial cells and mesangial cells [47]. Hence one notes that antioxidants can be used to inhibit ET-1-induced proliferation of VSMs since they will inhibit MAPK pathways and the activator protein AP-1 [48].

Nephrological interest is focussed upon apoptosis, which is often consequent upon oxidative stress. Depletion of cell GSH causes the release of cytochrome-C from mitochondria even in the absence of a commitment to apoptosis [49]. Loss of redox balance as a prelude to apoptosis is shown in studies of oxidant formation by the non-fluorescent probe dihydrorhodamine-123 [50]. Initially this is independent of ROS formation. Yet when loss of cytochrome-C from mitochondria leads to disruption of electron transport, there is ROS formation. Loss of the mitochondrial transmembrane potential is the point of no return in the determination of apoptosis, for then oxidation of Apaf-1 leads to activation of caspases. The oxidation of phosphatidylinerine leads to its externalisation on cell membranes [51] and such cells are recognised by macrophages for clearance. Cell death is a prominent feature of systemic lupus erythematosus, probably on account of anomalies of cellular NF-κB controls. The T lymphocytes of patients with systemic lupus erythematosus show persistent mitochondrial hyperpolarisation and increased formation of ROS [52]. Generally in T cells Rap.1 signaling is required for suppression of Ras-generated ROS [53].
Pathophysiologica l Implications

Hypertension and Vascular Disease

This review commenced with emphasis that NAD(P)H oxidases are major sources of superoxide anions in VSMs. Either AngII or aldosterone or the mechanical pressure within arteries of the hypertensive patient activates these NADPH oxidases [12], which have Nox1 and Nox4 components. The vasoconstriction caused by infusion of AngII is attenuated by ascorbic acid or by tempol SOD mimetic [54]. Otherwise production of oxygen radicals causes endothelial cell dysfunction and there is oxygen-radical-induced degradation of NO [55], specifically in the renal medulla. Generally there is reduced endothelium-dependent vascular relaxation [13]. In spontaneously hypertensive rats the defective endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation to acetylcholine can also be ameliorated by a SOD mimetic [56]. Aortic rings of those animals show staining for nitrotyrosine that is reduced by SOD.

Circulating endothelial cells can now be used as an indicator of oxidative stress. Oxidant stress is implicated too in the expression of tissue factor and thus in the initiation of coagulation [57]. AngII infusion leads to adherence of leukocytes within arterioles. When AngII acts on neutrophils, there is an increase of both intra- and extracellular ROS production from translocation of the phagocyte NADPH oxidase to the cell membrane, and there is rapid phosphorylation and activation of ERK1/2, JNK1/2 and p38 MAPK, and activation of cell NF-xB [58]. Both adhering leukocytes and VSMs are sources of ROS that lead to contraction of VSMs [59] and subsequent vascular growth [60]. The action of AngII can cause apoptosis in renal proximal tubule cells via a process that involves ROS and release of TGFβ [61]. Giner et al. [62] have shown evidence for oxidative stress in subjects with essential hypertension, especially when there is microalbuminuria. The GSSG/GSH content of peripheral blood mononuclear cells of patients was elevated, as was the plasma malondialdehyde and the urinary excretion of 8-oxo, 2-deoxyguanosine.

Ischemia-Reperfusion in Acute Renal Failure and Sepsis

Ischemia-reperfusion leads to microvascular permeability and protein leakage in the kidney in acute renal failure, and accumulation of monocyte-macrophages [63] and neutrophils. The return of oxygenated blood leads to production of oxygen free radicals [64]. The consequent endothelial cell injury and subsequent inflammation provoked by leukocytes correlates with processing of endothelial monocyte activating polypeptide II [65]. 5-Lipoxygenase metabolites enhance the ischaemia-reperfusion process and promote adhesion molecules within vessels. Formation of ceramide contributes to death of renal tubular epithelial cells [44] and oxidation enhances loss of tubular cell membrane phospholipids [66].

Oxidative stress in critically ill patients with systemic inflammatory response syndrome is evident from raised plasma malondialdehyde and 4-hydroxynonenal, the lowered thiol-bearing glycoproteins, the elevation of nitrates and nitrate, and the release of myeloperoxidase and elastase [67]. Multi-organ failure is a common sequel which implies ischaemia-reperfusion injury to vital organs along with microcapillary thromboses.

Oxidative Processes in Glomerulonephritides

Following the surge of publications on the biological importance of oxygen radicals came the reviews by Shah [68] on their role in experimental glomerulonephritis. In anti-Thy.1 rat glomerulonephritis, Budisavljevic et al. [69] showed how ROS enhance cell proliferation and phenotypic transformation via MAPK, and matrix accumulation and fibrosis via TGFβ, and how all this can be ameliorated by the antioxidant α-lipoic acid. Recent studies show that oxygen radicals induce the maturation of dendritic cells [70] and that SOD plays a role in immune regulation [71]. The role of cell Fc receptors for clearance of immune complexes has been stressed of late. In nephrotic nephritis the infiltrating polymorphonuclear leukocytes induce glomerular TNFα expression via Fc-receptor-mediated H2O2 production [72]. In IgA nephropathy the plasma AOPP as a measure of oxidative stress has been shown to reflect prognosis [72b]. Determinants of antigens, the epitopes, are formed when changes in local charges alter protein conformation. Deacetylation and dephosphorylation of proteins, or citrullination, or methylation can all create neoepitopes. So can oxidation, as when ROS acting on glutamic acid decarboxylase induces immunogenic epitopes that lead to diabetes [73], or when hydroxyl radicals interact with chromatin to produce altered nucleosomes [74]. In systemic lupus erythematosus 8-hydroxyguanosine is detectable within immune complexes. Antibodies have an intrinsic ability to catalyse oxidation of water to ROS, which helps when they have to destroy pathogens [75], but may generate adverse immunological effects. In anti-glomerular basement membrane nephritis in man is the target antigen native α3(IV)NC1 or does hydrocarbon exposure or cocaine abuse engender chemical alteration? Does the action of antibody also spread the response?
In most glomerulonephritis there is an interstitial inflammatory infiltrate that generates oxidants and AngII and other vasoconstrictors that could account for the sodium retention of nephrotic syndromes [76]. Oxidants could lead to further sodium sensitivity as a result of local inactivation of NO [77]. Indeed Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [78] have shown evidence that the oxidising effects of interstitial immune cells and release of AngII can create salt-sensitive hypertension. There should be means like heme oxygenase action that will curb the effects of oxidants, certainly in the context of haematuric glomerulonephritis [79]. We know now that the anti-inflammatory effect of IL-10 is mediated in part by HO-1 [80].

**Vasculitides**

Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibodies activate monocytes and neutrophils with the release of ROS [81] and release of myeloperoxidase that uses H₂O₂ to create nitrating oxidants [82]. The oxidative process helps exposure of phosphatidylserine on antibody-damaged neutrophils, so that they are phagocytosed [83]. Yet actually chloramine dampens this process [84] and could explain the impaired neutrophil clearance [85], which will mean that antigens could persist to induce autoantibody formation. However, excessive ROS production by neutrophils can also lead to hyporesponsive T lymphocytes [86].

**Proteinuria**

Exposure of proximal tubules to albumin in urine causes the release of chemokines Rantes and MCP-1. They are mainly secreted toward the basolateral compartment and thus will be positioned to attract macrophages and to initiate tubulointerstitial fibrosis. Albumin uptake by tubular cells activates their protein kinase C, and there is formation of ROS which activates NF-κB so releasing those chemokines [87]. By the use of diphenylideniodonium it was demonstrated that a membrane NADPH oxidase is the source of the ROS [88]. It is suggested [89] that urine albumin is oxidatively modified, so producing reactive carbonyl groups, and that it carries oxidised lipids. Fatty acids bound to albumin will undergo auto-oxidation to yield reactive carbonyl compounds. Thus it could activate inflammatory cascades. Systemic oxidant stress would explain why in children with nephrotic syndrome the antioxidant status of white cells is lowered and their synthesis of IL-2 is increased by 30% [90].

**AGEPs and Diabetic Nephropathy**

Hyperglycaemia leads to the formation of superoxide anions and nitric oxide [91]. Hyperglycaemia accelerates the synthesis and tissue deposition of AGEPs. These AGEPs create oxidative stress and lipid peroxidation and so they play a significant role in the pathogenesis of vascular and renal complications associated with diabetes [91]. There is also AGE formation even early in uremia on account of oxidative stress [92]. 3-Deoxyglucosone accumulates in uremic serum and reacts with protein amino groups to form AGEs. When AGEPs interact with cell surface receptors called RAGEs, they induce oxidant stress in various cell types [93], and that leads to NF-κB activation and RAS-dependent pathway activation. RAGEs on lymphocytes and macrophages explain proinflammatory effects like the release of cytokine IL-2, interferon-γ and IL-1β, respectively [94]. Interaction of AGEPs with mesangial cells leads to oxidative upregulation of a number of stress-related genes like NF-κB and protein kinase C-β1 [95]. There is a case for the use of antioxidants in the prevention of diabetic nephropathy. High glucose can cause mesangial cell apoptosis via oxidative processes [96]. AGEPs via stimulation of protein kinase C and TGFβ stimulate collagen synthesis in mesangial cells [97]. AGEPs stimulate tubular epithelial: myofibroblast transitions via RAGE-ERK1/2 signaling. Transgenic mice with diabetes that also overexpress RAGEs show renal enlargement, glomerular hypertrophy, mesangial expansion and advancing glomerulosclerosis, just as in humans [98]. We have noted that F2 isoprostanes promote TGFβ synthesis in experimental diabetes [47]. It has been demonstrated than even short periods of hyperglycaemia are capable of inducing renal fibrosis [99].

**Atherogenesis**

Chronic renal failure is a harbinger of premature atherosclerosis in which LDL permeate the arterial walls. LDL is then oxidized by endothelialial cells, macrophages and VSMs, in part by lipoxygenases [100]. Generally lipoproteins can be oxidized by (i) free and bound metals, (ii) ROS, (iii) peroxynitrite, (iv) myeloperoxidase, (v) lipoxygenases and (vi) L-cystine disulphide in VSMs. Of course NO affords protection but asymmetric dimethylarginine accumulates early in uremia and inhibits iNOS [92].

Oxidative signals are inducers of adhesion molecule expression on endothelial cells. The small GTP-binding protein Rac.1 is activated by various proinflammatory agents and it promotes superoxide generation via NADPH oxidases [101]. Rac.1 is involved too in the activation of NF-κB and thus in formation of cytokines and chemokines, and expression of adhesion molecules. Thus
VCAM-1 is important for atherogenesis. Reactive aldehydes (carbonyls) play a critical role in the genesis of atherosclerosis [102]. Naturally HDL protects against the deleterious effects of oxidised LDL. HDL attenuates the expression of adhesion molecules, and it induces endothelial nitric oxide synthase and it thereby helps to promote vasorelaxation [103]. However, the myeloperoxidase product hypochlorous acid via 3-chlorotyrosine oxidises HDL in the arterial walls and so reverse cholesterol transport is impaired [104].

**Chronic Renal Failure**

Patients with chronic renal failure are in a state of ‘oxidative stress’ as shown by their elevated GSSG/GSH ratio, and the raised plasma lipid hydroperoxides and diene conjugates [105] and AOPPs [106]. In uraemia per se there is an accumulation of AGEPs and of advanced lipoxidation end-products [107]. Undoubtedly there is enhanced oxidation of patient LDL before institution of haemodialysis (HD) [108]. F2-isoprostanes are raised and that is not due to the dialysis process [109]. Plasma albumin is a target of the oxidative stress [110].

Once HD has started complement activation by the dialysis membranes provokes ROS formation by neutrophils and monocytes [106, 111]. Oxidatively modified proteins trigger the oxidative burst in neutrophils and monocytes [106, 112]. Neutrophils of HD patients exhibit higher spontaneous production of ROS [113]. The accumulation of mediators is proinflammatory [114, 115]. Production of chemokines is enhanced [116]. Such patients have a raised C-reactive protein [117] and are more liable to cardiovascular disease [118]. Nitrated proteins are elevated in the plasma [119]. A study of matrix metalloproteinase MMP-2 and its tissue inhibitors, TIMPs, in HD patients with and without cardiovascular disease showed elevated values, especially in patients with cardiovascular disease [120].

As Vaziri [121] has succinctly concluded, oxidative stress in patients with chronic renal failure is aggravated by hypertension, diabetes and autoimmune processes. For patients on dialysis there is the added burden of the dialysis therapy, parenteral iron and intercurrent infections. All this is clear, but aspects of the biochemistry still require clarification.
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